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Angel In Black Leather Pants
(Cloverleah Pack Series Book 9)

Cloverleah Pack Series, Book 9Adair was tired of waiting. He knew he had a mate, although they'd
never met, and his waiting wasn't made any easier watching Tobias snuggling close with his two
mates. He'd thought a lot of the smaller wolf at one time. All he had was the company of his two
brothers, and endless patrols trying to keep the Cloverleah pack lands safe. A trip to Claude's with
his brothers one night has some unexpected, but pleasant consequences, and after an initial
misunderstanding, Adair is suddenly thrust into the world of magic, and the demands of a
relationship. Vassago's never had a chance to be proud of who he was. As the second son of the
king of the djinn, and being a lot smaller than his father or brother, Vassago spent a lot of time on
the human realm, avoiding his family and those who had nothing better to do than bully him. After
spending a horrible nine months trapped in Jake Poindexter's body, he knew he had to find his
potestatem before he could claim his mate. Unfortunately, that was easier said than done. When
help is offered, he's hesitant to take it, but the lure of finally being in his mate's arms was too strong
to ignore. The troubles hitting Cloverleah are falling thick and fast. Insane plans of wiping out all
paranormal life isn't confined to a few errant humans. It'll take the steadfast nature of a wolf shifter,
who still has a habit of saying the wrong thing, and the magic of a djinn who's struggling to believe
in himself, before these two will find their HEA.Warning: Contains M/M adult content. If this isn't your
preference, please don't buy. All of the books in the Cloverleah Pack series can be read as
standalone. However, to fully appreciate the relationships between secondary characters, it might
be wise to read the series in order.
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So I read this and let it sit while I gathered my thoughts.Adair (alpha wolf shifter) is one of the few
single guys left in the pack. He never meets his mate but is told about him when the Djinn, Vassago,
was released from Jake Poindexter's body. All this was outlined in the last Cloverleah book and this
story opens with that event. So three months have passed and Adair is getting frantic. He wants his
mate.Vassago has searched for his potestatem, the stone which anchors / holds his soul.
Eventually this is resolved and in a spectacular way. His mating is unusual and different and Adair
has no idea what he's letting himself in for. He finds out Vassago is a prince of his people and even
as a second son, he has commitments. Family stuff. Which leads to an interesting twist and more
threats disappearing one by one. Funny how that small world keep shrinking. By the way. . . What
happened to all the Fae wanting to come to earth and find their mates? Because that's what's
happening all over again but with the Djinn. Anyway.. .A big part of this story is explaining the Djinn,
not just to Adair but to the Cloverleah Pack. And because Kane was helping Damien in San Antonio,
the pack was split, leaving Griff and Diablo in charge. Now. To date Griff and Diablo were strong
alpha males that were in the military. Decisive. But when in control of the pack all they did was sit
around, discuss, and it seemed each meeting got out of hand. Their leadership was lacking. All they
seemed to be fixed on was how Vassago slipped past their security. When Vassago explained they
still weren't satisfied. Then others in the pack would bring up that same topic and frankly, it was
discussed to death. It was Adair that stepped up and lead.
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